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Samurai Jack CYOA

Intro
“Long ago in a distant land, I, Aku, the shape shifting master of darkness,

unleashed an unspeakable evil. But a foolish samurai warrior wielding a magic
sword stepped forth to oppose me. Before the final blow was struck, I tore open a

portal in time, and flung him into the future where my evil is law. Now the fool
seeks to return to the past and undo the future that is Aku.”

Well, someone certainly likes to hear himself talk. Anyway, welcome to the weird and 
incredibly dangerous world of Samurai Jack. This place is actually earth, but it's been twisted 
by centuries of corruption and alien influence. Fantastic technology exists alongside ancient 
magic, and humanity now shares its home with hundreds of different sentient species.  

You'll be spending the next ten years on this crazy planet, watch out for your head, and try to 
stay out of Aku's notice. Or don't. You have 1000cp to spend. 

  
Background
You have the option of gaining a new life and a whole new set of memories from this world. 
Having a new life here will give you many invaluable resources and allies to start with, along 
with many new memories that will greatly improve your chances of survival.   

1. Drop-In [0cp]: If you really don't want to have a life or history in this world, then 
you can choose to be dropped off in the middle of nowhere instead. While this option 
won't give you any new allies or insight into this world, it will let you stay free of any 
new and conflicting emotions that may come with the other backgrounds.

2. Bounty Hunter [100cp]: You're one of the many, MANY “professional” killers for 
hire that now roam the planet looking for work.

3. Treasure Hunter [100cp]: You grew up traveling all over the place. You've been to 
every continent on the planet and you've seen many weird, wonderful and terrible 
things in your travels. Your experiences have given you insight into the many treasures 
that exist on this world, and now you're finally ready to go looking for them.

4. Scientist [100cp]: You've managed to learn a great deal about science and 
mathematics, a rare feat in this world, and very dangerous one as well. Aku keeps all 
the intellectuals on earth under his control, however you've managed to avoid his 
notice so far, and you may be able to use your knowledge for good if you stay free. 



5. Magic User [100cp]: You're a skilled practitioner of magic, and while your abilities 
are rare, you don't raise the same concerns that a scientist would. Much of your life has
been spent studying magic learning about the arcane, but now you feel that you're 
ready to go out and explore the world. 

Age & Gender
Either roll 1d8+19 for age and keep your current gender, or pay 50cp to pick both. Age must 
remain withing roll range. Note: You're body will be cured of any sickness, disability, or injury 
you may have, and you'll also be brought to a state of suitable physical fitness.  

Starting Location
Either roll 1d8 to determine where you begin your adventure, or pay 50cp to decide yourself. 

1. North America: A highly developed region with many towering cities. Aku's 
presence is very strong here. 

2. Egypt: This sprawling desert region is almost completely devoid of human life, 
however, the shifting sands still hold many dangerous secrets and valuable treasures. 

3. Japan: The ancient home of Samurai Jack himself. Japan has a few major settlements, 
but most of the islands are abandoned and dotted with ruins.  

4. Northern Europe: Widely populated but not very developed. Many ancient 
cultures are still very prevalent in this region. 

5. Southern Europe: Less developed than northern europe but still home to a few 
small pockets of civilization. There are also rumors that the ancient civilization of Sparta
still exists here. 

6. China: A very heavily populated region with a mix of modern and ancient cultures and
infrastructure. 

7. Arabia: A heavily populated region that has retained much of its original culture and 
appearance. 

8. Free Choice: Congratulations! You may select any of the above locations to start in. 

Skills and Abilities
Like I've been saying, this world is extremely dangerous. Fortunately, you get to select a few 
perks to help you survive here.

1. Empathy [50cp]: You know how to read and manipulate the emotions of others. 
2. Interpretation [50cp]: Increased understanding of riddles and puzzles

(Free Treasure Hunter)
3. Crafting [50cp]: You can take common resources and turn them into simple objects 

and devices. With just some rope and a bit of wood you could create a plethora of 
traps. (Free Scientist)



4. Navigation [50cp]: You're an expert at analyzing and interpreting maps and you 
have a natural sense of direction. (Free Drop-In) 

5. Sailing [50cp]: You know how to pilot small boats by yourself, and you possess 
enough nautical knowledge to command the crew of a large ship.  

6. Acrobatics [100cp]: You can easily run across rooftops, vault over obstacles, and 
run though busy streets without stopping. While you're acrobatic feats are impressive, 
they're not superhuman.

7. Stealth [100cp]: You're a master at blending into shadows and remaining hidden for
long periods of time. You can silently take out foes or use your skills to avoid combat. 

8. Engineering [100cp]: The science of working with machines and other electronic 
or mechanical devices. You know how to invent and repair a number of different 
modern items and vehicles; such as robots, hovercars, mechs, and weapons.  
(Free Scientist)

9. Thievery [100cp]: From pickpocketing to large scale heists, you're an expert at both
planing thefts and stealing things unnoticed. 
(Free Treasure Hunter)

10. Strategy [100cp]: You can quickly analyze your situation and come up with a plan to
overcome your current obstacle or conflict. 

11. Alchemy [200cp]: The ancient science of mixing specific ingredients and then 
infusing them with natural energy. You know how to make a wide array of potions with 
both beneficial and harmful effects. (Discount Magic User)

12. Archery [200cp]: You can fire bows with almost superhuman strength and accuracy.
13. Swordsmanship [200cp]: You're an expert at fighting with bladed weapons. You 

could dual a single experienced opponent to the death, or fight off a large group of 
enemies with little difficulty. 

14. Marksmanship [200cp]: knowledge and training in guns. You'll know how to 
operate every available firearm with deadly proficiency. (Discount Bounty Hunter)

15. Martial-arts [200cp]: Hand-to-hand combat knowledge and training equal to that 
of a master combatant. (Discount Drop-In)

Magical Powers
Magic Users receive one 200cp power for free, and discounts on all other powers.

1. Polymorphing [200cp]: You can transform living things into a single specific 
animal of your choosing. Casting this spell on someone who's already transformed will 
revert them back to their original form. 

2. Element Control [200cp]: You're able to manipulate a single natural element.
3. Scrying [200cp]: You can see people, places and events in the present By looking 

through clear surfaces like water or crystal balls. (Discount Treasure Hunter)



4. Enchanting [200cp]: You can grant magical properties to weapons by marking 
them with ancient runes.

5. Shapeshifting [400cp]: You possess the ability to change into any creature or 
humanoid you can imagine, however, you do not receive any of the supernatural 
powers or abilities of what you change into. Also, your alternate forms are clearly 
distinguishable from their counterparts. You'll retain a noticeable color scheme across 
all your forms, and you will be unable to emulate exact details unless you spend a 
significant amount of time designing a new form in your mind. 

6. Flight/levitation [400cp]: You're able to float a dozen feet off the ground and fly 
up to 60 mph. 

7. Energy Beams [400cp]: You can fire powerful lasers out of your hands or eyes.
8. Illusion creation [400cp]: You're able to make illusions that can be seen by living 

creatures, such as humans and animals. Your illusions can be as simple as making a fake
object, or as complex as making some believe they're fighting a fake enemy. 
(Discount Treasure Hunter)

9. Hypnotic Voice [600cp]: Your voice is able to dominate the weak willed and 
control people's minds. You can use your enchanted songs to implant subtle hypnotic 
commands, force people into your servitude, or even suppress someones memories. 
The effects of your songs will wear off shortly after someone stops hearing them, and 
individuals who either have strong wills or simply hate music will not be affected.   

10. Resurrection [600cp]: You're able to fire beams of necromantic energy that can 
transform intact dead bodies into undead monsters. These creatures possess no 
intelligence or emotion, and will viciously attack any living thing they see. Bodies that 
you revive must possess all their limbs, and any slain undead cannot be revived. 

11. Teleportation [600cp]: You can instantaneously teleport yourself to any location 
you can see, however, you're restricted to the planet and universe/plane of existence 
you're currently on. (Discount Treasure Hunter)

12. Summoning [600cp]: Once per day you can summon a single creature or 
individual – whom you've personally killed – that will remain active and bound to your 
will until they're either defeated or you decide to banish them. You can only have one 
summon active at a time, but you may keep an unlimited collection of creatures and 
individuals to summon.

Physical Enhancements
Bounty Hunters receive one 200cp enhancement for free, and discounts on all other 
enhancements.

1. Enhanced Senses [200cp]: Your sense of smell, sight and hearing are enhanced to
near supernatural levels. You can detect extremely faint scent trails to track people, you
can hear an arrow coming at you from over a hundred feet away, and you can see well 
enough to hit a moving target from a great distance. 



2. Enhanced Durability [200cp]: Physical attacks from blunt weapons or beatings 
barely slow you down anymore. 

3. Enhanced Agility [200cp]: Jump good, you can propel yourself to superhuman 
heights and gain better control over your own body.   

4. Enhanced Stamina [200cp]: You're able to keep going for long periods of time, 
you could climb a mountain with hardly any rest, or fight off an opponent for hours 
without tiring. (Discount Scientist)

5. Enhanced Strength [400cp]: You could lift man-sized rocks or punch through thin
layers of metal metal with your incredible strength. 

6. Enhanced Speed [400cp]: Your natural movement speeds are enhanced and you 
can Sprint at about 20 mph.

7. Enhanced Reflexes [400cp]: You can react so fast that time will seem to slow 
down a bit, giving you a few extra seconds to think of your next move. 
(Discount Scientist)

8. Natural Weapon [400cp]: You possess an organic weapon that's attached to your 
body. This can be any natural defensive mechanism, such as claws, a tail, quills, or even 
a weak electrical field.  

9. Elemental Affinity [600cp]: You can shift into an alternate form made out of a 
single natural element.

10. Indomitable Will [600cp]: No matter what happens, no matter what misfortunes 
you suffer, you'll always be able to find a way to carry on and complete your goals. 
(Discount Scientist)

11. Berserk Rage[600cp]: Whenever you're pissed off enough you can channel your 
fury to enhance your physical abilities. You'll be temporarily stronger, tougher, faster 
and less vulnerable to pain, but you'll have almost no control over actions until the 
target of your anger is gone. 

12. Regeneration [600cp]: Your wounds heal at an accelerated rate, you'll see cuts 
and other minor injuries disappear in a few minutes, and witness broken bones repair 
themselves after only a few hours. Lost limbs, scars and burns cannot not be healed. 

Items and Equipment
It helps to have a bit of gear. Some of the items below are common and can be purchased 
during your time here, but others are very rare and unlikely to be found anywhere else. 

1. Signature Outfit [Free]: A simple set of clothing made from common materials. 
No matter how often this outfit gets destroyed, you'll always be able to repair or 
replace it yourself. It consists of basic yet comfortable attire – like a hat, robes and 
sandals – made out of resources that would be easy to find in any world.



2. Artificial Gills [50cp]: A small bio-mechanical device that fits around your neck and
allows you to breath underwater. (Free Treasure Hunter)

3. Wealth [50cp]: You'll most likely see prices vary widely deepening on where you are
here, but this should be enough money to either live comfortably for five years, or 
sparsely for ten years. 

4. Scouting Glasses [50cp]: This item features thermal, night, and x-ray vision 
settings.  It will also allow you to see invisible laser traps, and can even as a set of 
binoculars. (Free Treasure Hunter)

5. Camping Equipment [50cp]: A tent, sleeping roll, fire starter, lamp, survival knife,
rope, and water bottle. (Almost) Everything you need to survive in the wild. 
(Free Drop-In)

6. Static Charges [50cp]: Small magnetic grenades that can fry electronics and shock 
living enemies. (Free Treasure Hunter)

7. Code Breaker [100cp]: A handheld computer device that can deactivate electronic
locks without raising any alarms. (Discount Treasure Hunter)

8. Classic Weapon [100cp]: This can be any simple melee or ranged weapon, such as
a sword, axe, crossbow, or throwing spear. (Discount Bounty Hunter)

9. Classic Armor [100cp]: Old protective clothing such as leather or scale armor. It 
doesn't have any advanced features, but it'll keep you safe from most threats.  
 (Discount Bounty Hunter)

10. Potion Kit [100cp]: A collection of vials, bottles and ingredients for either alchemy 
or chemistry. (Free Scientist) (Discount Magic User)

11. Modern Weapon [200cp]: This can either be an advanced ranged weapon, like a 
gun or a compound bow, or an augmented melee weapon like a shock staff or super 
dense sword. (Discount Bounty Hunter)

12. Modern Armor [200cp]: Defensive clothing with advanced features or materials. 
It addition to providing enhanced protection, it can also come with an add-on such as a 
gas mask or a communicator. 
(Discount Bounty Hunter)

13. Workshop [200cp]: A small base filled with all the equipment you'll need to work. 
This lab can be used for your choice of scientific or magical research. (Free Scientist) 
(Discount Magic User)

14. Safehouse [300cp]: A private home that's completely hidden from both magical 
and technological detection. You're the only person who knows about this place, and 
no one can enter without your permission. The safehouse is stocked with enough 
supplies to last you about six months. (Discount Treasure Hunter)



15. Mechanical Arm [300cp]: A huge robotic arm you can wear to enhance your 
strength. The arm triples your natural physical abilities, but still gives you enough 
control so that you don't accidentally crush anything. Be careful using this in combat, as
the battery only lasts a few minutes. (Discount Scientist)

16. Invisibility Suit [300cp]: A skintight outfit that can allow you to become 
completely invisible. Note, the suit does not mask any sounds you make, and it can only
keep you hidden for a few minutes before running out of power. (Discount Scientist)

17. Enchanted Weapon [500cp]: A ranged or melee weapon with a divine 
enchantment placed upon it. This weapon is absolutely indestructible, and is capable of
harming supernatural creatures that are normally immune to mundane weaponry. 
Additionally, you may select a moral alignment for the weapon, (Chaotic, good, evil, 
etc.) creatures of the opposite alignment will be dealt additional damage, and 
individuals of the matching alignment will be completely immune to harm. You may 
freely import any personal weapon you already have to be enchanted instead. 
(Discount Drop-In)

18. UltraBot Companion [500cp]: A technologically advanced and extremly 
dangerous robot designed specifically to kill Samurai Jack. It's powered by Aku's dark 
magic, giving it an unlimited energy source, and comes with a single built-in weapon 
that it can use with deadly proficiency. [Flamethrower, Chain-claw, Wire, Shuriken, 
Gatling gun, Buzzsaw, Invisibility or Katana.] (1 Free for Scientist then discounts on 
subsequent purchases.)

19. Briefcase [500cp]: An incredibly complex multi-tool that looks like a simple 
briefcase. In addition to being able to hold things (Duh.) it comes with a built in scooter,
flashlight, machine gun, and many other features.  (1 Free for Treasure Hunter then 
discounts on subsequent purchases.)

Drawbacks
If you really desire more points, then you can select up to +600cp worth of drawbacks from 
the options below. 

1. Wanted [+100cp]: You have an insanely huge bounty on your head. You won't be 
able to go near any settlement without attracting at least a single bounty hunter who'll 
try to kill you. People will always come after you regardless of your reputation.

2. Bloodless Violence [+100cp]: You've vowed to only use lethal force as a last 
resort. You'll be unable to will yourself to kill any sentient creature for the next ten 
years, and you will also be less willing to land lethal blows against non-sentient 
creatures as well. Demons, robots, undead, and feral monsters are still free game.

3. Sam-Moo-Rhai [+100cp]: People who hear about you will decide to emulate your
style, unfortunately, they'll do a horrible job at it become almost the exact opposite of 
what you're trying to be. 



4. The Dome of Doom [+200cp]: Instead of being placed at a safe location when 
you arrive, you'll be dropped off into a cramped prison cell under a huge gladiator area.
This place is locked down tight, it's impossible to teleport in or out, and the walls are 
shilded against both magical and physical attacks. You're going to have to defeat all the 
other competitors if you want to get out of here.  

5. Watched [+200cp]: Aku has taken an interest in you, and any time he isn't messing 
with Jack, he'll either send various monsters and assassins after you, or set some kind 
of obstacle in your path. Be warned though, Aku and his minions are extremely 
dangerous, and making the dark lord mad or board could cause severe repressions.

6. Worthy Prey [+200cp]: Shortly after arriving in this world, you'll be attacked by 
four imakandi hunters. The imakandi are feline aliens that possess unparalleled tracking
skills, and are regarded as the greatest hunters in the entire galaxy. This group believes 
that you can give them a worthy hunt and will pursue you relentlessly until you're 
captured. If you decide to kill your pursuers, another group will simply take their place, 
each one even more driven to capture you.  

7. Sick [+300cp]: Your body has been infected with a tiny piece of Aku. It will slowly 
take over your body and mind, making your more and more mentally unstable until 
you're completely consumed by it and transformed into a corrupted doppelganger of 
Aku himself. Only individuals with a strong spirit will be able to resist, and perhaps 
eventually overcome this evil.   

8. You Ain’t the One [+300cp]: There's a massive blue skinned behemoth following 
you. This individual believes that you're a threat to “The chosen one” and has been 
given the task of hunting you down and eliminating you. This guy will be immune to 
pretty much everything you throw at him, his kind has been show to take both magical 
and mundane attacks without a scratch, and not even explosives seem to hurt him. You 
won't be able to negotiate with this guy either, he's been given a job to do and he's 
going to do it. Your best option here may be to just run.  

9. Traveling Alone [+300cp]: You're unable to form any permanent alliances. You 
must live and travel completely by yourself for the next ten years, any allies you make 
will only be able to help you for a few hours before having to move on, and you'll 
encounter very few people willing to simply talk to you. Pets and non-sentient 
creatures are also unable to be kept for very long, and any companions you have from 
previous jumps are locked away for the next ten years. 



Outro 
After the ten years are up, you'll be presented with the choices below. No matter what you 
pick, all your complications will be revoked. 

• Back to the Past: This was it, you've had enough adventures and decide to return 
to earth. You get to keep everything you've gained in this world, plus anything you have
from an other worlds you may have visited.  

• Stay in the Present: You've decided to stay here and continue your new life. Maybe
you want to help defeat Aku, or perhaps you just want to take over this world for 
yourself? Either way, you'll remain here forever, and never return to your world again. 

• Into the Future: This was fun, but it's time to move on. You'll be sent to another 
world and leave this one behind, although there is a chance that you may return 
someday. You get to keep everything you've purchased from this cyoa, as well as any 
skills or powers you may have gained during your time here. 

Notes
1. You cannot use any form of time travel you come across. 


